
Richmond High School Auch 

Review Comments  - Addendum 2

Comment # AUCH Comment Response Auch Review of Add 1 Drawings AOR/EOR Response

18

Detail A/A5.41 shows an exposed fire rated caulk joint 

between new portal frame and existing masonry. Fire rated 

caulk is red. Is this the intent?

French DJ/AN: Revised note to 'sealed control joint' refer to 

revised drawing.

Question #18 response said that fire caulked joint was revised 

to sealed control joint. Note was bubbled, but not changed.

French AN: Updated A/A5.41 accordingly.

24

Provide a specification for projection screens. French DJ: Owner has not selected projection screens types at 

this time.

STILL need specification for projection screens per question 

#24).

French AN: Projector screen specs will be issued at a later date 

once Owner provide requirements for specificaitons. 

40

Entry stoop foundation is NOT shown on S2.10D at door D144. Shymanski & Associates: See addendum #1 drawings. Question #40 was intended for the culinary entrance, NOT the 

robotics entrance. Foundation is STILL not shown on S2.10D.

Shymanski & Associates: See sheet S2.20C of Addendum #2 

drawings.

64

Fencing specification 32 3113 2.2A calls for 12ft high fence. Is 

this correct at all locations?

Spalding JJB:  The specification 32 3113 section 2.2A calls for 

the fabric to be heights of 12 feet and less. This covers all 

fences 12 feet and shorter in height. The fence located by the 

transporation building is 6 feet high to match existing

The response to question #64 references detail F/C4.7H. That 

detail does NOT exist

Spalding JJB: Fence detail "F/C4.7H" was added to drawing 

C4.7H.

Add Q4

On section B on A5.12, there is an exploded view A/A5.20 of 

the ladder attachment. That is an incorrect reference. A/A5.20 

is the auditorium lintel.

French AN: Revised detail callout to A/A5.21.

Q 11/11

Demolition C2.1H – shows removal of asphalt approach at 32 

mile at the west entry.  C3.2H shows a concrete approach at 

the same location.  C4.2H appears to show a concrete 

approach but there are no details.  Please clarify intent.

Spalding JJB: The west approach at 32 mile is being removed 

but protecting the majority of the existing curb. The removal 

of the curb has been updated on Demo Sheet C2.1H. Drawing 

C4.2H has been updated with detail bubbles calling out the 

new deep strength approach, MDOT F4 curb to match existing 

and detail "M: approach.

Q 11/11

For the fence at the Bus Garage in Addendum #1, do you know 

if this will be vinyl-coated?  The spec section title says vinyl, 

but the specs detail galvanized.  Also, do you know the 

proposed height of this fence?

Spalding JJB: Added F/C4.7H fence detail

The existing fence at the bus yard that we are connecting to is 

6ft. The proposed fence should be 6 ft tall to match existing.

Q 11/11

C2.2H – at existing student lot, the south island and drive is 

shown to be removed with key note #8.  C4.3H there is no new 

curb shown on the south side of the drive.  Is new curb to be 

provided?At same location there is no new fence shown at the 

north end of the track. Should new fence be provided. Is the 

fence at the Bus Garage in Addendum #1 to be vinyl-coated?  

The spec section title says vinyl, but the specs detail 

galvanized.  Also, please provide the height of this fence.  The 

section is titled “vinyl coated”, but the details show galvanized.  

Spalding JJB: The existing curb and fence along the north side 

of the track was intended to be protected and remain. I have 

updated demo drawing C2.2H to remove the demolition notes 

and replace the notes with one that shows the curb and fence 

to be protected

Q 11/11

Sheet A8.10G, in locker room G108 there is a note to refer to X 

on AX.  Please clarify reference.  

French AN: Added reference detail number as clouded for 

Addendum 2.

Q 11/11

Please clarify volley ball sleeve requirement.  Detail shown is 

unconventional.  

French AN: Revised detail as clouded for Addendum 2.

Q 11/11

F/A5.31, shows a new bench post detail in locker rooms.  

Drawings call for new slats on existing benches.  Please clarify 

intent.  Drawings don’t show the flooring removal for new 

sleeve detail.  

French AN: Removed F/A5.31, this was for the bench in the 

team room locker area. Revised L9 to show prefabricated 

bench.
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